Video-based imaging systems for continuous ͑nonpulsed͒ x-ray fluoroscopy use a variety of video formats. Conventional video-camera systems may operate in either interlaced or progressive-scan modes, and CCD systems may operate in interline-or frame-transfer modes. A theoretical model of the image noise power spectrum corresponding to these formats is described. It is shown that with respect to frame-transfer or progressive-readout modes, interline or interlaced cameras operating in a frame-integration mode will result in a spectral shift of 25% of the total image noise power from low spatial frequencies to high. In a field-integration mode, noise power is doubled with most of the increase occurring at high spatial frequencies. The differences are due primarily to the effect of noise aliasing. In interline or interlaced formats, alternate lines are obtained with each video field resulting in a vertical sampling frequency for noise that is one half of the physical sampling frequency. The extent of noise aliasing is modified by differences in the statistical correlations between video fields in the different modes. The theoretical model is validated with experiments using an x-ray image intensifier and CCD-camera system. It is shown that different video modes affect the shape of the noise-power spectrum and therefore the detective quantum efficiency. While the effect on observer performance is not addressed, it is concluded that in order to minimize image noise at the critical mid-to-high spatial frequencies for a specified x-ray exposure, fluoroscopic systems should use only frame-transfer ͑CCD camera͒ or progressive-scan ͑conventional video͒ formats.
I. INTRODUCTION
X-ray fluoroscopy is a method of producing ''real-time'' ͑30 frames per second͒ x-ray images for studying dynamic processes and guiding interventional procedures. Most fluoroscopic systems use an x-ray image intensifier ͑XRII͒ optically coupled to either a conventional video or CCD camera. Both pulsed and continuous fluoroscopy systems are widely used. In the first, x-ray exposure is pulsed rapidly and synchronized to the camera which is read out in a noninterline ͑progressive-scan͒ format. In the second, x-ray exposure is continuous and the video camera can be read out in either an interline or noninterline format. The image signal-to-noise ratio ͑SNR͒ in x-ray imaging systems is an important indicator of image quality. In a well designed system, the SNR will be determined by the number of x-ray quanta incident on the system and not further degraded by engineering or other technical considerations. Image noise is quantified in terms of the noise power spectrum ͑NPS͒, also called the Wiener spectrum and described by Dainty and Shaw 2 as the spectral decomposition of the image noise variance. For instance, if ⌬d(x) represents an ergodic zero-mean wide-sense stationary ͑WSS͒ random process responsible for image noise, the NPS can be written as 2 NPS͑u ͒ϭ lim
where F X ͕ ͖ is the Fourier transform determined from image data over the region of interest ͑ROI͒ X. With digital imaging systems, the NPS can be further degraded by the effects of noise aliasing, described by Giger et al. 3 and others. 4 The NPS can be determined from digital image data d n,m as Ϫd n,m ͔ are mean-subtracted row and column sums in the ROI having N x and N y pixels of size x 0 and y 0 in the x and y directions, respectively, and DFT͕ ͖ represents the discrete Fourier transform operator. An accurate measure of the NPS is required for determining other metrics of image quality and system performance including the noise-equivalent number of quanta ͑NEQ͒ 2, 5 and the detective quantum efficiency ͑DQE͒. 6 However, there are a number of reasons why analysis and interpretation of the NPS is more complicated for fluoroscopic systems than it is for radiographic systems, with the primary reason being related to the temporal response of the system. For instance, lag results in a reduction of image noise due to temporal averaging. 7 It can have many causes, including the effect of decay time constants in phosphors in the x-ray im-age intensifier or video camera. In addition to these instrumentation effects, the human visual system has a temporal response that can be represented in terms of a temporal filter, affecting how we view fluoroscopic image noise. 8 In a recent study of image noise in fluoroscopic systems it was noted that the shape of the NPS is also affected by the choice of frame-transfer or interline-transfer modes. We show that this is due primarily to timing and other differences in the read-out operation of the camera. In particular, interlaced read out, where alternate lines are obtained in each video field, is described as a decrease in the vertical spatial sampling frequency resulting in additional noise aliasing relative to non-interlaced operation. Here, the effect that different video read-out modes have on the NPS calculated from image data using Eq. ͑2͒ or ͑3͒ is examined both theoretically and experimentally.
II. THEORY
A cascaded linear-systems approach is used to describe noise transfer in a system consisting of an x-ray image intensifier ͑XRII͒ optically coupled to a camera as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In this section, details of noise transfer through both the x-ray system and camera are described.
A. X-ray system model
The transfer-theory model is shown in Fig. 1 . Several assumptions are made that simplify the analysis. It is assumed throughout that the imaging system is linear and shift invariant. This ignores vignetting and other geometrical image distortions in the system, and assumes there is no ''blooming'' or nonlinear response in the video signal. The effect of variations in interaction depths in the XRII input phosphor ͑''Lubberts effect''͒ 9 is also ignored. The imaging system is represented as a cascade of 5 stages:
͑1͒ selection of incident x-ray quanta that interact in the XRII with a quantum efficiency ␣ ͑quantum selection stage͒; ͑2͒ conversion of x-ray quanta to light quanta in the XRII with an average conversion gain m and gain variance m 2 ͑quantum gain stage͒; ͑3͒ spatial scattering of light quanta in the output phosphor of the XRII, characterized in terms of a modulation transfer function, MTF X (u,v) ͑quantum scattering stage͒; ͑4͒ selection of light quanta that are collected by the lens assembly and coupled to the camera with an efficiency ␤ ͑quantum selection stage͒; and, ͑5͒ scattering of light quanta in the lens assembly characterized by the lens modulation transfer function, MTF l (u,v) ͑quantum scattering stage͒.
Noise transfer through this system is described in terms of generalized NPS transfer functions developed primarily by Rabbani et al. 10 and summarized in Appendix A. 4, 11 Each of the five stages represents either a quantum amplification, quantum selection or quantum scattering stage. Noise transfer through each are cascaded appropriately to give the NPS in the distribution of light quanta incident on the camera target as summarized in Table I . 4 All areas and dimensions are expressed as projected onto the XRII input surface. In Table I , q 0 describes the mean rate of x-ray quanta incident on the imaging system per unit area ͑mm Ϫ2 s Ϫ1 ͒, q 0 gives the mean number of x-ray quanta incident per unit area within a specified interval ⌬t, and q 5 ͑q j for jϭ5͒ describes the mean number of light quanta per unit area incident on the camera target in time ⌬t. As shown, the NPS corresponding to the incident light contributing to a single video frame, NPS 5 (u,v) , is the sum of two components. The first is correlated noise proportional to MTF X 2 (u,v)MTF l 2 (u,v) and describes image noise due to x-ray quantum statistics passed through the MTFs of both the XRII and the lenses. The second is uncorrelated secondary quantum noise caused by the statistical nature of light quanta and has no frequency dependence. When uncorrelated noise can be ignored (m ␤ӷ1), the NPS simplifies to
and the NPS is proportional to MTF 2 for each readout mode. This is shown to be true experimentally for the x direction in each mode which is taken as validation of the model. The model also ignores the statistical aspects of conversion from x rays to light and light to photoelectrons within the XRII, which may be an additional source of image noise.
Equation ͑4͒ describes the two-dimensional NPS of the optical quanta incident on the camera resulting from a uniform exposure of x rays on the XRII input. In the following, the corresponding image NPS is determined for each video mode.
B. Camera model
The camera model is applicable for both conventional video ''pick-up tube'' cameras and CCD cameras. It is assumed that each can be modeled simply as a twodimensional array of individual elements that integrate all incident light quanta. The array is read out to produce video images at a rate of 30 frames per second. It is assumed the camera introduces neither lag between readouts nor additional image noise. Some implications of these assumptions are discussed later.
Light quanta are collected by detector elements as illustrated in Fig. 2 . Each element is a rectangle with dimensions a x ϫa y ͑in mm projected onto the XRII input plane͒ with unity optical quantum efficiency and center-to-center spacings of x 0 and y 0 for the x and y directions, respectively.
The extent of noise aliasing and the effect it has on digital image noise is dependent on details of the camera read-out operation. For instance, CCD cameras generally operate in either frame-transfer or interline-transfer formats as described below, and interline systems may operate in either frame-integration or field-integration formats. Conventional cameras may operate in either interlaced or progressive-scan formats. The tree diagram in Fig. 3 illustrates the hierarchy of these different formats. As shown below, all formats for both conventional and CCD cameras can be grouped into one of three different modes of read-out operation, identified as: mode I, frame-transfer; mode II, interline-transfer field integration; and mode III, interline-transfer frame integration. The experiments described in this paper were performed on a CCD camera, and hence CCD terminology is adopted with generalizations made to conventional cameras with the x direction being the video scan direction.
Mode I: Frame transfer
With the frame-transfer mode in CCD cameras ͑and the progressive-scan mode in conventional cameras͒, each camera element produces a signal proportional to the integral of incident light quanta for time ⌬tϭ1/30 s over regions of area a x ϫa y as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The signal from the (n,m)th element centered at (x,y)ϭ(nx 0 ,my 0 ) is f n,m , given by
where the factor k is a constant relating the number of interacting quanta to the detector output ͑ADC value͒. This integral can also be written as 
where ** represents a two-dimensional convolution and f (x,y) is called the frame presampling signal. It is a function that, when sampled at the position (x,y)ϭ(nx 0 ,my 0 ), gives the detector signal from the (n,m)th element.
In the spatial-frequency domain, this integration of q 5 (x,y) is described as multiplication with the spatial filter ka x a y sinc(a x u)sinc(a y v), the Fourier transform of k͟(x/a x ) ͟(y/a y ). The NPS of f (x,y), NPS f (u,v), is called the presampling frame NPS, 3 and is obtained by multiplying NPS 5 (u,v) by the square of the filter transfer function, 12 giving
in units of mm 2 . While the image NPS is a two-dimensional quantity, we examine only the one-dimensional NPS in each of the x and y directions for simplicity.
Measurements of the NPS in the x direction are obtained after summing N y pixel values in the y direction as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The resulting sum is expressed as f n , where
Rows and columns are reversed to obtain the y-direction NPS.
i. x Direction. Assuming a unity fill factor, f n in Eq. ͑10͒ is proportional to the total number of quanta collected in this rectangular region having dimensions a x ϫY during time ⌬tϭ1/30 s, where Y ϭN y y 0 . Therefore,
where q 5 (x)ϭ͐ Y q 5 (x,y)dy and
where f (x)ϭkq 5 (x) * ͟(x/a x ) is the presampling signal describing the summed columns as illustrated in Fig. 5 for a single video frame. Similar to Eq. ͑9͒, but evaluated for the one-dimensional function f (x), the NPS of f (x) is given by
Sampling of f (x) is represented as multiplication with an array of ␦ functions, giving f † (x) where
consisting of an array of ␦-functions scaled by the digital values f n . The relationship between q 5 (x) and f † (x) is illustrated graphically in Fig. 6 .
While f † (x) is not WSS since neither the mean nor autocovariance are stationary, f † (x) is a wide-sense cyclostationary ͑WSCS͒ random process, where the mean and autocovariance are invariant to a shift of nx 0 for any integer n. 12, 13 The NPS of a WSCS random process exists and is described in Appendix B, giving the 1D NPS of f
͑15͒
Convolution with the array of ␦ functions results in a replication of the presampling NPS at frequency spacings of 1/x 0 , an effect sometimes given the colloquial name of noise aliasing. Combining this result with Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑13͒ gives (a x u) . Thus, the digital NPS can be expressed as the square of MTF sys (u) and its aliases, scaled by the factor ⌬tq 0 k 2 ␣␤ 2 m 2 Y . ii. y Direction. A similar analysis of the NPS in the y direction gives the corresponding result
for ⌬tϭ1/30 s where X is the summing distance in the x direction.
Mode II: Interline transfer, field integration
In the interline-transfer mode, each two-dimensional frame consists of two fields as illustrated in Fig. 7 . Alternate lines belong to either the even or odd field, combined to form a complete frame. Two common integration formats for interline cameras are identified as field integration ͑mode II͒, described in this section, and frame integration ͑mode III͒, described in the next. The NPS for each format is described as the sum of the NPS for each field plus the cross spectral density between fields as described below.
In the field-integration format, the camera integrates interacting quanta for 1/60 s as illustrated in Fig. 8 . Two adjacent scan lines are combined to form each line in both even and odd fields although the odd fields are offset by one scan line from the even fields. There is no temporal overlap in the integration intervals for each field. This mode is used in industry to minimize blurring and a ''flicker'' of moving objects in interline readout modes. It reflects a compromise between temporal and spatial resolution available in some CCD camera designs.
i. x Direction. Similar to Eq. ͑14͒, the sampling process in the x direction is described as
where e(x) is the presampling signal for even fields describing the summed columns. Similar to Eqs. ͑11͒ and ͑12͒,
where q 5,e (x) represents the distribution of optical quanta incident when even fields are acquired. The same analysis applied to the odd fields gives
where q 5,o (x) represents the distribution of optical quanta incident while odd fields are acquired. The quantities q 5,e (x) and q 5,o (x) are identical when ͑and only when͒ the integration intervals of the even and odd fields combined in a single frame are identical. Thus, the summed columns in a frame are represented as f † (x) and can be expressed as the sum of two components 
Expressing a sampled frame as the sum of two components makes it necessary to consider the cross spectral density between components, resulting in
where NPS e †( u) and NPS o †( u) are the one-dimensional NPS of even and odd fields, respectively, and NPS e † o †( u) and NPS o † e †( u) are the Fourier transforms of the crosscovariances of even and odd fields. The cross term is zero only if there are no statistical correlations between fields.
Since there is no temporal overlap between fields for this mode, and if we assume no system lag, the fields are uncorrelated and the cross terms are each zero. With reference to Eq. ͑16͒, the NPS for each field is therefore given by
for ⌬tϭ1/60 s. Therefore, from Eqs. ͑22͒ and ͑23͒, the frame NPS is given by
for ⌬tϭ1/30 s, which is the same result as obtained for the frame transfer mode, Eq. ͑16͒.
ii. y Direction. Analysis of the NPS in the y direction is similar to that for the x direction, with the relationship between q 5 
͑26͒
with corresponding presampling NPS given by
where ⌬tϭ1/60 s. Derivation of the NPS in the y direction for the interline mode is more complicated than that of previous modes, with details shown in Appendix C and a general expression for the NPS of f † (y) given by Eq. ͑C25͒. Application of this result with a y ϭ2y 0 and no overlap between fields gives
where ⌬tϭ1/30 s. This result is similar to the frame transfer mode, except that aliases are centered at spacings of 1/2y 0 rather than 1/y 0 , due to the fact that each field is sampled in the y direction with a spacing of 2y 0 rather than y 0 . The implications of this difference are responsible for the primary message of this paper, as the effective sampling frequency in the y direction is different for different modes, causing noise aliasing to play differing roles in the different modes as described in the results section.
Mode III: Interline transfer, frame integration
In mode III ͑interline transfer, frame integration͒, the camera integrates each field for 1/30 s as illustrated in Fig.  10 . Elements in the odd scan lines begin integrating midway through the integration interval of detectors in the even scan lines, giving rise to an overlap in the integration interval between fields.
i. x Direction. Since the integration period extends over one and a half frames, modeling the NPS in the x direction is more complicated. To simplify the analysis, the NPS calculation is divided into three intervals, each lasting 1/60 s in time. As before, it is assumed that complete charge transfer occurs when the CCD is read out. In the first interval, only detectors in the even scan lines are integrating. In the second interval, all detectors are integrating, while in the third interval, only detectors in the odd scan lines are integrating. Since there is no overlap in these three intervals, there are no cross terms in the NPS and the total NPS is simply the sum of the NPS for each.
In the first interval, only even scan lines are integrating, giving e † ͑ x ͒ϭkq 5,e,frame ͑ x ͒ *͟ ͩ 
͑33͒
where NPS 5,e,frame (u) is the NPS of q 5,e,frame (x). Since only one-half of the light quanta in q 5 (x,y) are collected,
Thus, from Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑33͒ and recalling that MTF sys (u)
for ⌬tϭ1/60 s. A similar calculation is used to assess the third interval, giving
for ⌬tϭ1/60 s. For the middle 1/60 s we use the frametransfer result after setting ⌬tϭ1/60 s. Thus,
for ⌬tϭ1/60 s, or simply
ii. y Direction. The y-direction NPS for frame integration is determined using an analysis similar to that used for field integration in the y direction, giving 
͑40͒
Therefore, the presampling NPS e (v) and NPS o (v) are
where ⌬tϭ1/30 s. From Eqs. ͑C24͒ and ͑C25͒ in Appendix C with a y ϭy 0 , t overlap ϭ1/60 s and t frame ϭ1/30 s,
where ⌬tϭ1/30 s. In practice, only the first NPS alias contributes significant noise power to the NPS below the sampling cut-off frequency. Table II shows a summary of the theoretical expressions for the NPS in each mode considering only the first alias. Of particular interest is the fact that the shape of the y-direction NPS has been affected by noise aliasing in both of the interline modes as described by Eq. ͑C25͒. Table III shows the corresponding total noise power, integrated over all frequencies up to the sampling cutoff frequency of 1/2y 0 . The interline field-integration mode shows an increase in total noise power relative to the frame-transfer mode.
III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Fundamental differences in image NPS as described in the preceding section were verified with experiments using a test system consisting of an XRII with a COHU 4900-2000 interline CCD camera coupled with a 50-mm Canon TV lens. This camera can be configured to operate in modes II or III ͑interline transfer, field or frame integration͒. The digital image NPS in the x and y directions were calculated using Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒ and a slanted-edge technique 14, 15 used to determine the presampling system MTF.
IV. RESULTS
The presampling system MTF curves for modes II and III are shown in Fig. 11 . In the x direction, both modes have the same MTF as anticipated and cannot be distinguished separately in the figure. In the y direction, mode III has a slightly better MTF than mode II. This is due to the different values of a y as illustrated in Figs. 8 and 10 . The sampling distances, x 0 and y 0 , are both equal to 0.29 mm corresponding to a sampling cutoff frequency of 1.72 mm Ϫ1 . All MTF curves have a negligible value at any frequency above the cutoff frequency and hence negligible signal aliasing is anticipated in any mode.
A. Mode II: Interline transfer, field integration
A comparison of the measured NPS and theoretical NPS based on Table II using the measured MTF is shown in Fig.  12 . Choosing a value of kЈ given by kЈϭ4.5ϫ10 Ϫ4 for the x-direction NPS interline-transfer field-integration mode results in a good agreement between theory and experiment with no indication of noise aliasing as expected. These results gave confidence in the validity of our system model which required that NPSϰMTF 2 . Figure 12 also shows a comparison of the measured NPS in the y direction with the theoretical NPS. Using the same constant kЈ, good agreement was obtained. In this mode, significant noise aliasing is expected since the two fields are uncorrelated. The first NPS alias is centered at a frequency of vϭ1/2y 0 ϭ1.72 mm Ϫ1 even though the first signal alias ͑if present͒ based on the sampling frequency would be centered at a frequency twice as large given by vϭ1/y 0 ϭ3.45 mm Ϫ1 . Thus, while there is no signal aliasing as expected, noise aliasing causes an increase in the total frame noise power by 100% with the increase occurring primarily at spatial frequencies close to the sampling cutoff frequency in the y direction.
B. Mode III: Interline transfer, frame integration
In the interline-transfer frame-integration mode, each field integrates the image signal for 1/30 s, staggered by 1/60 s from each other, corresponding also to an interlaced mode in a conventional video camera. The measured and theoretical NPS ͑using the same value of kЈ determined above͒ are illustrated in Fig. 12 , showing excellent agreement. Noise aliasing is not observed in the x direction, but is observed in the y direction. While the total noise power is the same as for the frame-transfer mode, 25% of the noise power has been shifted to higher spatial frequencies.
V. DISCUSSION
The theoretical model assumes that lag in the camera ͑other than that due to the video integration time͒ can be neglected. This assumption is generally valid for CCD cameras, but may be less valid with conventional video tubes and may result in a decrease of the aliasing effect described here. The model also ignores lag in the XRII. It has been shown 7 that lag introduces a temporal averaging that reduces noise by a frequency-independent term. In this study, the theoretical expression for the NPS in the first mode is fit to the measured NPS, and the results are therefore not affected by frequency-independent scaling factors.
The assumption that lag is unimportant is less valid for short integration times. The analysis of mode III in the x direction is divided into three staggered intervals of 1/60 s each, and it is likely that the no-lag assumption is less valid for this condition. The experimental results ͑Fig. 12͒ for this mode appear to confirm this as the measured noise appears to be 10-15 % less than the theoretical noise.
The timing in conventional cameras differs to that of CCD cameras as the integration interval of each scan line is delayed slightly with respect to the line above which has the potential to reduce noise correlations. However, this temporal shift is negligible between near-by lines and is significant only between lines far apart in the image. Since lines with a large spatial separation are already uncorrelated, this effect can be ignored and it is concluded that the results presented here are thought to be equally valid for both CCD and conventional video systems.
Interline video modes result in increased noise aliasing when noise in the incident light signal is correlated ͑i.e., the NPS is bandlimited͒. This is always true for XRII-based systems as the combination of conversion gain from x-ray to light quanta, coupled with light scattering in the phosphor and elsewhere, introduces correlations in the noise. However, when a camera is used to detect light with uncorrelated noise, such as when used for studio or home use, the interline video mode does not result in an increase in image noise and the conclusions presented here do not apply.
The results in this article describe noise as measured in single frames of fluoroscopic images. This is appropriate for understanding the NPS and DQE as measured from image data. 7 However, it neglects the temporal averaging effect in the human visual system 8 which is anticipated will reduce the psychological impression of differences between video formats. While beyond the scope of this article, this is determined best with an observer-performance study. These results also indicate that a more complete understanding of the effect of lag and the temporal differences in camera performance, particularly for fluoroscopic systems, requires a more generalized spatial-temporal description of the NPS and DQE. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A theoretical model is developed using a cascaded linearsystems approach describing the digital NPS of an XRIIbased video imaging system, typical of clinical systems used for fluoroscopy. CCD systems operating in an interlinetransfer mode or conventional systems operating in an interlaced readout mode, in which the integration intervals of even and odd video fields combined to produce a video frame do not coincide, pose an interesting problem. The sig- Comparison of theoretical expressions for the NPS ͑lines͒ with experimental measurements ͑dots͒: mode II ͑field integration͒ in the x and y directions using Eqs. ͑24͒ and ͑30͒, and mode III ͑frame integration͒ in the x and y directions using Eqs. ͑38͒ and ͑43͒. Noise in the y direction is increased at higher spatial frequencies due to noise aliasing that is mode dependent. Uncertainties can be estimated from the statistical fluctuations in individual data points.
nal ͑MTF͒ and noise ͑NPS͒ have different effective sampling frequencies in the direction perpendicular to the video scan direction, and hence image noise may be aliased even when image signals are not. The NPS is generally undersampled in this direction and noise power is therefore increased due to noise aliasing. In the interline-transfer field-integration mode, noise variance, which is the integral of the digital NPS over all spatial frequencies, doubles with respect to the frame-transfer mode. In the interline-transfer frameintegration mode, total noise power is the same as in the frame-transfer mode although 25% of the total noise power is shifted to higher spatial frequencies in the y direction. The difference between interline-transfer field and frame integration modes is due to differences in the spatial-temporal integration of image quanta. It is anticipated that the temporal response of the human visual system will tend to reduce differences between different video modes. However, while the effect of the different modes on observer performance has not been investigated, it is concluded that in order to minimize noise in fluoroscopy, conventional cameras should be only be used in a progressive-scan mode and CCD cameras should only be used in a frame-transfer mode.
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APPENDIX A: NOISE TRANSFER IN A CASCADED LINEAR SYSTEM
A generalized description of noise propagation in imaging systems is possible when the system can be represented as a cascade of simple processes. Rabbani et al. 10 described noise transfer through quantum gain and scatter stages. Results for these two processes, plus a special case of gain corresponding to a binomial quantum selection process, are described here.
Quantum gain
Conversion of image quanta into a greater number of secondary quanta is represented as a quantum gain process. It can be characterized in terms of a quantum gain factor m and gain variance m 2 . Transfer of the average number of quanta per unit area and associated NPS, q and NPS(u), respectively, through this process was described by Rabbani et 
Scatter
Transfer of q and the NPS through a process in which each quantum is scattered according to a specified pointspread function with unity area is described by 10 q out ϭq in ͑A4͒
and
respectively, where MTF(u,v) is the modulus of the Fourier transform of the scatter point-spread function.
K e †͑ y ͒ϭ
